
 

 

August 2016 Newsletter 

 

So the wait is finally over and the football season has returned and once again our hopes of a 

great start were dashed within 5 minutes of the first game and what followed in the next 3 

games wasn’t much better. Ok we got through to the next round of the EFL Cup and got a point 

against Fulham, but we need to be winning our home games against average teams. 

Yesterday’s result was a massive surprise for me and speaking to a couple of friends who were 

at the game said it was deserved. So hopefully a sign of things to come. 

QPR 3-0 Leeds 

GARRY MONK’s first competitive game in charge of Leeds United ended in defeat as the Whites slumped 

to a hugely disappointing 3-0 loss at Sunday’s Championship hosts Queen’s Park Rangers. Nedum 

Onuoha scrambled home a fourth-minute opener as an early corner caused havoc for the Leeds defence 

and had goalkeeper Rob Green in trouble against his former side. 

 QPR doubled their lead through Tjaronn Chery’s 73rd-minute penalty, awarded after full debutant 

Ronaldo Vieira tangled with Jordan Cousins. And a miserable afternoon for Leeds got even worse in the 

final minute of stoppage time when a clinical finish from Sebastian Polter left Leeds bottom of the 

division on goal difference.  

United rarely threatened Alex Smithies in the QPR goal, and the Hoops also hit the post twice. As was so 

often the case last season, United lacked a cutting edge, with the Whites forced to play without new 

signing Pablo Hernandez, who has yet to receive international clearance for his move from Al-Arabi. 

 

 



 

 In bright London sunshine, United got off to the worst possible start when the hosts scrambled home a 

fourth-minute opener from Chery’s corner, which caused bedlam in the Leeds box. An initial half-volley 

from Steven Caulker was blocked, but the ball eventually looped over the line through a combination of 

the presence of Onuoha, Sol Bamba and an under pressure Green who failed to clear against his former 

side.  

The Hoops immediately had their tails up and continued to dominate with Onuoha blazing over. Leeds 

then lost the returning Gaetano Berardi to injury as Lewie Coyle was called on after just 22 minutes. QPR 

continued in the ascendancy and the hosts were then denied by the same post twice in 10 minutes. First 

a clearance from Vieira cannoned into the leg of Chery and back onto Green’s left-hand post. Then a 

clinical QPR counter-attack led to Polter turning Bamba in the area and firing a low effort that hit the 

same piece of woodwork.  

United’s only slight chance fell to Kemar Roofe, who headed wide, and the half ended with Charlie 

Taylor blazing wildly over the bar. Leeds briefly offered hope after the break when Matt Grimes curled a 

long-range free-kick over the bar, but that proved a false dawn and the introduction of Hoops substitute 

Abdenasser El Khayati caused chaos.  

QPR immediately forced two smart saves from Green, the first from a tight angle to deny Chery and the 

second seeing the veteran tip away El Khayati’s curled effort that was heading into the bottom-right 

corner. But just one minute later Green was again picking the ball out of his net after Chery converted a 

73rd-minute penalty. From an attack down the right flank, Vieira got in a tangle with Cousins and 

clumsily brought down the Hoops player for what looked like a stone-wall penalty. Chery coolly slotted 

the ball home into the bottom right corner to double the Hoops’ lead and United’s afternoon was 

summed up by a glaring miss from substitute Marcus Antonsson, who was presented with a one-on-one 

by a stray back pass but rolled the ball a yard wide.  

Fellow substitute Hadi Sacko then finally found the net for United, but his effort was chalked off for 

handball, after which Coyle picked out Antonsson, who fired just over. The striker again held his head in 

frustration. It was that sort of day. To top it all, QPR then bagged a demoralizing third goal in the fifth 

minute of stoppage time when Polter waltzed into United’s area and produced a stunning finish to fire 

across Green into the right corner. United were finally put out of their misery soon after by the full-time 

whistle, with the Leeds players then making their way to applaud the 3,200 travelling Whites fans for 

their support in the way end.  

The response from United’s travelling contingent was not pleasant – rather like the efforts of the team 

for which they had woken up early and paid good money to support.  

Leeds United: Green, Berardi (Coyle 22), Bamba, Bartley, Taylor, Diagouraga, Vieira, Grimes (Antonsson 

61), Dallas, Roofe (Sacko 75), Wood. Subs not used: Turnbull, Cooper, Phillips, Mowatt.  

Attendance: 16,764 (3,213 Leeds).  



 

Fleetwood Town 2-2 Leeds (aet Leeds win on Penalties) 

A SEMBLANCE of pride was last night restored to Yorkshire football, though Leeds United did it the 

hard way before preventing an unprecedented first-round wipeout for the county in the League Cup. 

Garry Monk’s men needed penalties to see off League One Fleetwood Town after a dramatic tie that had 

featured more twists and turns than the Big Dipper a few miles down the coast in Blackpool. Leeds looked 

to be joining the seven White Rose clubs who had crashed out the previous night only for Marcus 

Antonsson to spare the Championship side’s blushes with a last minute equaliser. That sent the tie into 

extra-time and when Chris Wood coolly converted an early penalty that seemed to be that. Fleetwood, 

though, had other ideas and Ashley Hunter ensured penalties would be needed to separate the two sides 

with a late leveler. 

Nine clinical spot-kicks followed before Robert Green emerged as United’s hero with a save low to his left 

that kept out Eggert Jonsson’s drilled effort. After the huge disappointment of Sunday’s defeat at Queens 

Park Rangers, Leeds needed this win and there was no hiding the sense of relief as players and supporters 

celebrated at the end. History may have already been set the previous night by seven Yorkshire clubs 

crashing out, beating the previous ‘best’ of five to fall at the first hurdle. But had Leeds joined that far 

from magnificent seven then, by the very nature of a club that is never far from the headlines, the danger 

was the reaction could have been typically ‘OTT’. That much was evident from the fractious atmosphere 

among the 1,325 travelling fans during a first half that saw Fleetwood dominate after taking an early lead 

through Aaron Holloway. 

As one group chanted for Massimo Cellino to go, others responded angrily with the demand they 

“support the team, or f*** off home”. That supporters should be at each other’s throats just two games 

into the season suggested that the problems of last season have far from gone away. 

Still, all’s well that ends well and United can now look forward to joining Premier League duo 

Middlesbrough and Hull City by flying the flag for Yorkshire in the second round. Fleetwood, judging by 

their efforts in the opening half-hour, clearly fancied their chances of completing the set of Yorkshire KOs 

against Leeds. 

 

 



 

Quicker to the ball throughout those opening 30 minutes, Uwe Rosler’s men could have gone ahead 

inside 51 seconds but former Bradford City striker Devante Cole fired just wide with just Green to beat 

following a miscued header by Liam Cooper. 

 It was a let-off for Leeds but not one that was heeded, as in the 11th minute the hosts took the lead. As 

with Cole’s early chance, United were all at sea at the back as David Ball’s cross was met by Amara Bell 

after his initial corner had been only returned to the midfielder on the right wing. Lewie Coyle and a 

couple of team-mates were then barged out of the way as the ball looped up off Bell’s head and Aaron 

Holloway pounced to fire into the net. For the next 20 minutes or so, Leeds wobbled and Kyle Bartley had 

to head a Holloway effort off the line. Cole also squandered a great opportunity, while the visitors were 

fortunate to see Eggert Johnsson’s header fly just past the post.  

Finally, however, Leeds began to settle. Hernandez’s vision was a big factor in that, as was Roofe’s 

intelligence on the ball. The £3m summer arrival from Oxford United brought a reflex save from Neal in 

first-half stoppage time that set the tone for much of what followed after the break as Leeds took control. 

Roofe, first won and then fired narrowly over a free-kick before creating a wonderful chance that Hadi 

Sacko was unable to convert. He then curled a 20-yard effort just past the post before Wood did the 

same after Hernandez had squandered an excellent opening with a poor first touch. 

The goal United craved finally arrived a minute from the end of normal time when Antonsson fired in 

from close range. Antonsson followed that by winning a penalty that Wood coolly converted but there 

was to be a further twist when Hunter levelled for Fleetwood but it was Leeds who prevailed thanks to 

Green’s save and clinical spot-kicks from Wood, Antonsson, Alex Mowatt, Kalvin Phillips and Hernandez, 

that earned a second-round visit to Luton Town. 

Leeds United: Green; Coyle, Bartley, Cooper (Bamba 46), Taylor; Phillips, Vieira (Antonsson 76); Sacko 

(Mowatt 65), Hernandez, Roofe; Wood. Unused substitutes: Dallas, Grimes, Turnbull, Denton. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Leeds 1-2 Birmingham City 

LEEDS UNITED slumped to their second successive defeat of the Championship season, paying the price 

for a poor second-half display en route to defeat to Gary Rowett’s Blues. 

 It looked rather more promising in the first-half, when Leeds showed attacking flair led by Alex Mowatt, 

but they faded alarmingly on the restart with Blues taking advantage and dominating the second period. 

Their winner arrived ten minutes into the second half with rank-bad defending allowing Michael 

Morrison to seize upon Jon Grounds’ cross and fire home from close range. Earlier, Hadi Sacko had 

cancelled out Jacques Maghoma’s 15th-minute opener, aided by an error from Tomasz Kuszczak on 27 

minutes. An entertaining first half ended level pegging, with Leeds producing an eye-catching and 

vibrant performance going forward, with Mowatt at the heart of all things good. That said, they were 

caught with a sucker punch on the counter-attack which enabled Blues - specialists on the break on their 

travels last term - to draw first blood with Maghoma’s 15th-minute opener.  

To their credit, Leeds refused to lose heart and it was fitting that Mowatt provided the assist for Sacko 

for the leveler 12 minutes later, although it owed plenty to the ineptitude of Blues keeper Kuszczak. The 

ex-Manchester United stopper allowed Sacko’s low shot to horribly squirm under him after the loan 

winger was supplied adeptly by Mowatt. It was Leeds’s half with the hosts - with seven players making 

their first appearances at Elland Road including new signing Luke Ayling - almost going ahead in the 

tenth minute when Marcus Antonsson, making his first start, seeing his powerful strike clip the 

woodwork after a strong spell of home pressure.  

But it was Blues who stunned the majority of the big crowd with an opener out of nothing. Leeds were 

dispossessed and a searing break ended with Stephen Gleeson feeding the onrushing Maghoma, who 

slotted the ball low past the advancing Robert Green, with the winger receiving attention after colliding 

with the Leeds keeper en route to scoring.  

It was a deflating development for the raucous home crowd, but Leeds persevered, although they had a 

let-off when David Cotterill’s deflected shot flew just wide. But soon after, parity was restored when a 

perceptive pass from Mowatt found Sacko, whose effort was not dealt with by Kuszczak .  

The visiting keeper performed rather better to turn away a pile driver from Ayling, enjoying a sound 

debut, on 34 minutes while David Davis saw a scorching shot whistle just wide before the break. The 

restart saw Leeds fail to get going at all, aside from a mini-late rally as they faded in poor fashion. 

Morrison cashed in to fire Blues ahead after a Cotterill corner wasn’t cleared with Leeds’ flaky defence 

failing to cope with Grounds’ follow up cross.  

 

 

 



 

Taking a grip in midfield, Blues held on with Clayton Donaldson testing Green before a rare home foray 

late on saw Stephen Glesson almost divert a corner from sub Kalvin Phillips into his own net - with 

Ayling heading over soon after. Leeds’ best chance arrived when Antonsson fired straight at Kuszczak, 

but it was Blues’ day as they held out comfortably in seven minutes of stoppage-time, with their only 

scare coming when sub Kemar Roofe headed off target. 

 Leeds United: Green; Ayling, Bamba, Bartley, Taylor; Hernandez (Dallas 86), Vieira; Sacko, Antonsson, 

Mowatt (Phillips 73); Wood (Roofe 60). Substitutes unused: Turnbull, Coyle, Cooper, Grimes; 

 

Leeds 1-1 Fulham 

CHRIS WOOD’s overhead kick in the third minute of injury time salvaged Leeds United their first point of 

the Championship season through Tuesday night’s 1-1 draw with Fulham at Elland Road.  

An end to end game featuring a plethora of chances for both sides looked to have been decided in the 

77th-minute when Tom Cairney cut inside the area and curled a beauty into the far corner. But after 

missing a host of easier chances, Wood stuck away the most difficult one of all when acrobatically 

tucking away a classic overhead kick in the third minute of injury time. His effort brought new Whites 

head coach Garry Monk his first point of the season at the third attempt, ahead of Saturday’s Yorkshire 

derby at Sheffield Wednesday.  

There were very few chances in the opening exchanges and a seventh-minute Fulham corner was well 

dealt with by United whose Kyle Bartley beat Matt Smith to win a header and clear. Smith then had half 

a chance six minutes later when being picked out by the superb Ryan Sessegnon’s left flank cross but the 

striker headed straight at Rob Green. A Sone Aluko shot was then blocked by Bartley as Fulham pressure 

threatened to build before  

Stuart Dallas fired a cross-cum-shot straight at David Button from the edge of the area. Kemar Roofe 

then earned United a corner soon after but a total waste of a set piece allowed Fulham to break and the 

Cottagers went very close to scoring when Sessegnon’s cross was headed just wide by the dangerous 

Floyd Ayite on 20 minutes. 

 At the other end, Dallas threatened to break through in the Fulham area before the ball was cleared but 

United then squandered a golden chance through Marcus Antonsson in the 28th minute. A Fulham mix 

up in midfield gave the striker an invitation to run in on goal and the Swede quickly advanced on ‘keeper 

David Button but then rolled his effort just wide of the right hand post.  

 

 

 



 

But Leeds were then handed two big reprieves of their own, first when Green appeared to bring down 

Aluko inside the area and near the byline, only for referee Chris Kavanagh to award a goal kick. Then, 

moments later, a lovely Fulham move in which Ayite featured heavily ended with Aluko hitting the inside 

of the post, allowing Leeds to desperately clear. 

 The same player then fired over moments later from the outside of the box and when Leeds tried to 

rally, Chris Wood’s scuffed shot sailed harmlessly wide. But five minutes before the interval a lovely 

Whites move ended with Antonsson going close when connecting with an inviting Dallas cross which led 

to the ball spinning across goal and to safety. Fulham continued to look dangerous on the counter attack 

but the half ended with Wood putting a decent header off the post and narrowly wide though the 

striker was then flagged offside.  

There were no changes during the break, after which Dallas immediately volleyed over from 20 yards. 

But Fulham soon began to pile on the pressure and Green was forced to produce a brilliant save to push 

away a rising goal bound effort by Ayite for a corner. Fulham went even closer from that corner as 

Smith’s towering header cannoned back off the post.  

United were getting swamped but the Whites rallied and Button needed safe hands to keep out decent 

efforts from Kemar Roofe and Pablo Hernandez in quick succession. Then, just moments later, Ayite 

fired just over from the edge of the area for Fulham. Whites head coach Garry Monk then withdrew 

Dallas for Ronaldo Vieira and United had the next chance when a clever through ball from Hernandez 

found Wood whose shot sailed just over the crossbar from the edge of the area.  

But Fulham then squandered another fine chance when Ayite broke clear in the United box but whipped 

his effort just wide. After Ayite fired another shot wide for Fulham and Vieira fired over for Leeds, Monk 

brought on Alex Mowatt for Hernandez with 19 minutes left and from a Whites corner soon after, 

Antonssson fired over at the far post.  

But a game that was miraculously still goalless was finally unlocked with 13 minutes left courtesy of a 

screamer from Tom Cairney. A powerful Bartley shoulder charge on Cairney gave Fulham a free-kick on 

the edge of the area and while Aluko’s goal bound shot was blocked, the ball worked its way to Cairney 

who cut inside from the edge of the area and curled a beauty inside Green’s right hand post.  

Monk reacted by making his final change in withdrawing Roofe for Hadi Sacko but there was no 

immediate response until Antonsson’s cross found Wood who put a free header from three yards out 

down into the ground and over the bar. For Wood, and Leeds, it looked like being another one of those 

days but the striker then salvaged the Whites a point in sensational fashion in the third minute of injury 

time. A Charlie Taylor cross was flicked goal wards by Bartley and, with his back to goal, Wood produced 

an acrobatic overhead kick which bamboozled Button and nestled in the far corner. 

 Leeds United: Green, Ayling, Cooper, Bartley, Taylor, Phillips, Hernandez (Mowatt 71), Dallas (Vieira 58), 

Roofe (Sacko 78), Antonsson, Wood. Subs not used: Turnbull, Coyle, Bamba, Doukara. 



 

Sheffield Wednesday 0-2 Leeds 

SECOND-HALF goals from Marcus Antonsson and Chris Wood crowned an outstanding away display 

from Leeds United, who turned in a resounding performance to take the derby spoils at Hillsborough.  

United were full value for their first victory of the Garry Monk regime, with all the questions belonging 

to his counterpart Carlos Carvalhal, whose Wednesday side could have no complaints after being second 

best on the day.  

Antonsson headed home the opener on 63 minutes following an excellent counter-attack before Wood 

steered home an excellent Kemar Roofe centre five minutes from time. Monk said: “We had a game 

plan today and the players followed it pretty much to the letter. This was an important win for the 

players in terms of their progression. We got three points from two great goals and an excellent 

performance. “We’re still not the team we want to be, but this was a game which showed a real 

improvement which is important for the development of our young players. “We need those little 

improvements day by day and game by game to get us where we want to be. Everyone knows how 

tough this league is and there will be setbacks, but it’s our level of consistency which will be important. 

“We were the better team today. It was an excellent atmosphere and there were many battles in 

midfield which are always brought about by derby days. We were really focused on our job today and it 

was an excellent win.” 

 It was the first time that Wednesday had lost back-to-back league games in almost a year. Coach Carlos 

Carvalhal said: “This is a disappointing result after a good start to the season with the performances 

against Aston Villa and Norwich. The game was very physical today and although we ran a lot, we didn’t 

necessarily run properly”.  

Wednesday made two changes from the side who were humbled at Burton, with Fernando Forestieri’s 

eventful week ending in a recall to the starting line-up, with Gary Hooper - who fired both goals in the 2-

0 victory for the hosts at S6 last season - dropping down to the bench. Leeds old boy Tom Lees returned 

at the heart of the back four for the Owls. Meanwhile, Monk rolled the dice by replacing his entire 

midfield, with there being no place in his squad at all for Stuart Dallas. Liam Bridcutt was handed his 

second debut following his permanent arrival from Sunderland, while Hadi Sacko, Alex Mowatt and 

Ronaldo Vieira returned to the starting line-up in a youthful looking midfield, with Kemar Roofe, Pablo 

Hernandez and Kalvin Phillips named on the bench.  

Monk’s selection looked somewhat bold, but after a first half in which Leeds delivered pockets of danger 

on the break, he could be entitled to feel vindicated by his moves. That said, Wednesday went the 

closest to scoring, with Liam Cooper clearing Forestieri’s effort on the line after he had rounded Rob 

Green, while Almen Abdi clipped the bar with a well-taken free-kick four minutes before the interval. 

 

 



  

Forestieri announced himself by firing wide in the 11th minute after good play involving Barry Bannan 

and Abdi, with the latter then heading off target under pressure from Taylor. The diminutive forward 

then profited from a Taylor error and was momentarily in the clear before drilling wide and soon after, 

he was through again, but the covering Cooper cleared his effort in the nick of time close to the goal 

line.  

Leeds’ first chance came to Chris Wood, who headed wide when well-placed following Mowatt’s cross, 

with the visitors starting to grow into the game, with Sacko posing problems down the right in 

particular. A superb pass from Ronaldo Vieira sent the winger through on goal on 27 minutes but he 

failed to control and Kieran Westwood blocked before Marcus Antonsson fired wide a crisp twenty-

yarder wide as Leeds enjoyed a decent spell of pressure on the counter and started to pose questions.  

Sacko then showed his wares again, skinning Bannan before delivering a cross which found Wood, but 

his powerful effort was blocked by the alert Jack Hunt. Abdi then went close with a well-executed free-

kick before the half ended with Sacko firing a deflected shot over with both Monk and Carlos Carvalhal 

afforded positives during a well-contested first half.  

The Owls made an interval change, with Hooper entering the fray for Abdi. It was Leeds who were the 

brighter in the opening exchanges, with Lees making a timely block to deny Wood before Sacko was off 

target from an acute angle after being found by Antonsson, who beat Hunt down the right. And the 

visitors’ encouraging away-day was then crowned by an impressive 63rd-minute opener.  

A searing counter started when Taylor supplied Wood, in acres of space and he switched the play to 

Sacko. A neat exchange with Luke Ayling ended with Sacko delivering an inviting cross and with 

Wednesday stretchered, the lurking Antonsson nodded home, the finishing touch to a top-notch 

counter.  

Stunned into action after a disappointing start to the second period, the Owls almost manufactured a 

leveler when Steven Fletcher evaded Cooper close to the byline and his pull-back found Hooper, whose 

first-time low shot was blocked superbly by the legs of Rob Green. Wednesday sought an equaliser in 

the final quarter, with Green gathering in the nick of time ahead of Hooper before Fletcher hooked the 

ball wide when well placed. But it was Leeds who went onto convert the second goal with Roofe’s 

teasing centre steered home clinically by Wood in the 85th minute. Sacko and Taylor had chances to 

make it three, with many home fans leaving in droves before the end.  

Leeds United: Green; Ayling, Bartley, Cooper, Taylor; Sacko (Phillips 88), Vieira, Bridcutt, Mowatt (Roofe 

77); Wood, Antonsson (Doukara 69). Substitutes unused: Silvestri, Coyle, Bamba, Hernandez. Referee: S 

Hooper (Wiltshire).  

 

 

 



 

DW’s News 

Our first meet up of the season had as expected, a very low turnout but for those of you that were there 

a big thanks for the effort. Most of us should be back in the sandpit by now and if not should be by the 

time our next game is on live. The Cardiff game is being shown on Saturday 17th September KO 15.30 our 

time. Let’s make it a good turnout to cheer the boys on and hopefully by that time we will have climbed 

the league and be in the top half of the table.  

 

MOT 

Lee 

 


